
TPA: Module 1, Lesson 1-c - Selecting Material to Produce - Preliminary Budget 
considerations

! In this lesson, we'll discuss some of  the preliminary financial 
considerations  involved in choosing material to produce.
!

! It may seem strange to work up a budget for a show before you've really 
even decided to produce it, but without a clear picture of a play or musical's  
financial requirements, how can you really make a commitment?  
!
! Now, we're not saying you need to have a detailed budget at this stage, but 
it's vitally important that you know with some degree of accuracy just what you're 
going to need to spend, and where that money will be going.

! Experienced producers have the knowledge and experience needed to get 
a preliminary budget going fairly easily, but even they often enlist the aid of a  
General Manager to help figure out what a show's likely to cost.
!
! Even if you can't afford that kind of help, you need to do some number-
crunching. And it's a good idea to bounce things off of someone who's done it 
before, as a sort-of reality check. 
!
! We've prepared a preliminary production budget worksheet to help you 
gather the information you'll need.  You can download it on the page just below 
this video.
!
! We've also provided a sample budget to give a sense of the kinds of line 
items you can expect to see.
!
! What's important is that you spend some time figuring out what things will 
cost.
!
! You'll actually need to prepare three  sets of numbers.  The first is what's 
called the "Production Budget", and it captures the anticipated costs of 
everything up until the opening of the show.
! Now, of course, until you've actually hired designers,  put construction out 
to bid, and  booked a theatre,  it's impossible to really KNOW what the everything 



will cost, but it's important to start framing the issue...  so  at this stage,  the 
preliminary production budget will include the cost of any advances or 
prepayments for the rights to the show,  estimates the cost of the Physical 
Production:  Sets, Costumes, props furniture, decorations, wigs, lighting, sound, 
musical instruments, labor for construction, installation, and transportation.   The 
compensation for the artistic and business staffs during the pre-opening phase of 
things.  Costs of casting the show get included here, and once you've selected a 
cast, you'll also need to include the performer, crew and orchestra payroll for the 
rehearsal period.. Then, you've got the costs associated with the rehearsals 
themselves… You'll need a place to rehearse, supplies, insurance, and so forth.  
Finally, you'll need to figure in the costs for the theatre, which includes not just 
the rent on the venue, but box office services, utilities, supplies, and other 
expenses… And don't forget about the staff at the theatre…  The box office 
clerks, house managers, ushers and others will be on your payroll as soon as you 
start using their services.
!
!   The second set of numbers you'll need is called the weekly operating 
budget, which, as you might expect,  details the running cost of the show on a 
weekly basis.   It contains most of the same  line items, but calculated on a 
weekly basis… So you can project the profitability of the show, and when it will 
actually recoup pre-opening costs.  Here you'll need to be careful to account for 
things like maintenance of the set, costumes, technical equipment, and such… 
This is one of the most commonly overlooked line items that bites producers in 
the  behind.  Again, the advice of an experienced general- or company- manager 
will be invaluable here.  
!   
!   I should note that it's important that your budgets include a line item 
called "contingency", which is designed to absorb unanticipated expenses…   
The Production Budget should also provide for a Reserve fund… A pool of funds 
designated to cover any shortfall between weekly operating costs and weekly 
revenues….   One of the worst things that can happen for an otherwise promising 
show is to have the production run out of money to pay weekly expenses before 
the show has had a chance to build an audience.  
!
! The third set of numbers you'll need is a series of financial projections.  
This is fairly simple math, just take the number of seats in the proposed theatre, 
multiply it by the anticipated ticket price, and voila, you have your per-
performance "Gross Potential".  It's wise to run these numbers against several 
levels of possible ticket-sales realization.  So, you might have a spreadsheet with  



revenue potentials calculated at 60, 75, 80 and 90 percent capacity as well. 
Multiplying this by the number of performances per week, or, if you're working 
with a limited run, you can calculate the overall gross potentials.    Knowing these 
figures… Essentially what your show CAN earn is very important.  It will tell you 
the level of ticket sales you'll need to achieve to break even against your 
expenses.
!
! If your proposed show isn't going to have an open-ended run, you may 
prefer to figure all of your costs into a single budget, offsetting things against 
what you expect to earn from ticket sales, again at a conservatively estimated 
percentage of capacity.  
!
! Once you're armed with these numbers, you'll have a much better picture 
of what it will take to make your show a success.
!
! There's one other thing you'll need to prepare as early in the game as 
possible, and though it's not strictly speaking a financial document, it affects the 
finances… It's called a "Critical Path".    Or, if you find it helpful, you can think of 
it as a TIME BUDGET.
!
! A critical path is essentially a detailed timeline listing, in sequence, every 
thing that must happen for the show to move forward.    This brings the important 
awareness of what events need to be accomplished before some other thing can 
occur… And will highlight important dates deadlines.   Most of the dates are 
determined by working backward from the date of the opening, first preview, or 
first rehearsal.    From the critical path, you'll establish the production schedule, 
so it's vitally important to consider every time-sensitive transaction.  For 
example, Actors Equity Association, the union of professional theatre actors 
requires that  an application be submitted and approved before a bond can be 
posted, which is a requirement before  contracts can be prepared and delivered 
to the cast… Which in turn must be completed a set time before rehearsals, and 
so on.    The theatre rental has to be finalized, before you can reasonably design 
the sets, since every theaters stage footprint is a bit different.  After the design is 
approved, it needs to be put out to bid for construction, painting, and so on. 
Meanwhile, the lighting design can't begin until the scenic design is completed… 
!
!  You will also need to consider the time commitments and availability of 
your personnel.  Creative and business staff will likely have other projects in 
various stages of development and production, and may have prior commitments  



and schedule conflicts to be addressed.  If you're commissioning a new work, or 
developing material from a different medium (such as adapting a book),  you'll 
also need to allot sufficient time for the writing, rewriting,  readings and 
dramaturgy that is essential for creating a new piece.  
!
! The critical path should be a conservatively drawn document.  That is to 
say, it should include flexibility wherever possible, by allowing for various 
contingencies…  it's always better to have a little bit too much time, than not 
enough. But, remember that if the set, props, costumes or what-have you are 
completed too early, they'll will need to be stored somewhere before loading into 
the theatre… Or worse, if  not ready in time, the cast and crew will all be standing 
around in an expensively rented theatre, without the things they need to get their 
jobs done.
!
! The critical path is really a constantly-evolving document.  You will likely 
find it undergoing frequent adjustments as the production gets moving and gains 
momentum.. But  its importance shouldn't be underestimated… It is, in essence, 
the logistical framework or plan for the whole production.   
!
! Finally, armed with the budgets, projections and critical path, you can 
prepare a cash-flow analysis, which will tell you what money will be needed AND 
WHEN, along the timeline established by the Critical Path.  
!
! Now… Armed with all of this information, you're ready to make an informed 
decision about whether the show you're considering is really feasible from an 
artistic, commercial, practical and financial standpoint.
!
! Assuming the answer is yes… We can move on to Module 2 anD Lessons 2 
through 4,  where we explore the nitty gritty of securing the rights to the show…. 
Lesson 2 begins with a look at licensing existing works…and then we'll look at 
original works.  Lessons 3 and 4 deal with commissions, company-created works, 
and collaboration issues.
!
!


